Modern Techniques of Radiation Therapy in the Treatment of Brain Tumors and Tumors of the Skull Base
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Introduction
Modern radiation oncology is one of the mainstays of multimodal treatment of primary and secondary brain tumors, especially if located at the skull base. Indications for radiation therapy are diverse and primarily based on histology, presenting symptoms, non-resectability of the tumor or status post partial resection. Individual treatment decisions as well as treatment consensus in a multidisciplinary team during tumor board meetings are important in all cases.

In primary brain tumors, such as gliomas, radiation therapy alone or in combination with systemic therapy is an important component of multidisciplinary management. Having attracted increasing attention in recent years, molecular tumor characteristics now significantly contribute to the treatment concept. In patients with secondary brain tumors (brain metastases), radiation therapy is typically used alone or sequentially with a systemic therapy which treats the extracranial manifestations of the disease.

Advantages of advanced radiation therapy include precise dose application to clearly defined areas so that normal tissue is spared, resulting in a reduced rate of side effects. Here, the precise definition of the volume to be treated (target volume) is crucial. Especially in the region of the skull base, long-term tumor control can be critical for patient outcomes; thus, special expertise is essential. In addition, high standards should be applied to the technology used. New technological developments allowing to adapt the radiation field to irregularly shaped target volumes at sub-millimeter scale have let to significantly improved sparing of surrounding normal tissue. However, enhanced precision entails high demands on radiation planning, i.e., on defining the radiation field. Intracranial space-occupying lesion account for a significant proportion of the tumor entities treated by radiation therapists and treatment planning and selection of the proper treatment regimen can be particularly challenging. Here, a thorough understanding of the techniques and evidence available is a basic requirement.
Techniques used in Modern Radiation Oncology

Driven by continuous technological advances, radiation therapy has improved significantly over the last decades: Today, advanced linear accelerators (see Fig. 1) provide high technical precision for effective tumor treatment and optimized normal tissue sparing.

Radiation therapy is always planned based on 3-dimensional dose calculations. First, head masks are formed to the individual patient, enabling daily repositioning for the various radiation treatment session. While the patient’s head is immobilized using the mask, a computed tomography (CT) scan is performed to determine the patient’s position in the mask and to provide the data required for dose calculations. For the precise determination of the treatment volume, up-to-date imaging studies with and without contrast are required. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) should always be included in the work-up, unless contraindicated. Especially in the region of the skull base or for radiosurgery, MRI scanning should be performed as thin-sliced imaging (1–3 mm slice thickness); in addition, contrast-enhanced T1-weighted sequences and, especially for gliomas, T2-FLAIR sequences are relevant for planning. Next, a three-dimensional coordinate system is projected onto the patient, allowing to exactly allocate coordinates (x, y, z) to every point of the patient. Then, the target volume is determined and structures at risk, such as brain stem, optic chiasm and optic nerve, are marked in each slice of the three-dimensional dataset. Depending on the indication, PET/CT or PET/MRI scans are frequently performed to define target volumes: for gliomas and brain metastases, amino acid PET, e.g., 18F-fluoro-deoxy-ethyl-tyrosine (18F-FET) PET; for meningiomas, somatostatin receptor PET (68Ga-DOTATOC PET). These radioactive tracers are taken up by tumor cells in a highly specific manner, showing as areas of particularly high activity in vital tumor tissue. This mechanism also allows to differentiate between genuine recurrences and treatment-associated changes [1, 2]. The actual benefit of PET imaging for primary therapy planning and in the recurrence situation of intracranial tumors is currently being evaluated in studies.

Gross tumor volume (GTV) refers to the macroscopically identifiable tumor part or to the contrast-enhancing tumor areas. The suspected microscopic tumor infiltration zone is covered by the clinical target volume (CTV). In higher-grade gliomas, for example, a CTV of approximately 2 cm is included, while with benign space-occupying lesions, such as meningioma and acoustic neuroma, a CTV of only 1–2 mm is required. To allow for minor positioning inaccuracies, the CTV is expanded to form the planning target volume (PTV) which represents the actual target volume (see Fig. 2).

Stereotactic Radiation Therapy/ Radiosurgery

Precision of radiation therapy has improved over time: Especially the development of stereotactic radiation therapy by the neurosurgeon Lars Leksell contributed significantly to this progress:

It allowed point-precise application of high radiation doses with steep dose gradients at the margins of the radiation field. In this way, it is possible to apply very high local radiation doses as a single-session convergent beam irradiation (stereotactic radiosurgery). This approach is typically used to treat brain metastases, but also small acoustic neuromas or meningiomas [3–6]. Since with larger volumes the risk of side effects increases with single-session irradiation, fractionated concepts offering the same stereotaxic precision have also been developed [4, 5, 7–16]. With this approach, the total dose is spread over several fractions, allowing to use the radiation biological effect to reduce side effects. This method is referred to as fractionated stereotactic radiation therapy (FSRT). These techniques can be performed with linear accelerators specially designed for stereotaxy or with a Gamma Knife® or CyberKnife®. Treatment outcomes are not influenced by the choice.
of radiation therapy equipment [17]. Today, invasive fixations which were required in the early days of radiosurgery are only used in individual cases. Today, precise head masks and exact imaging at the radiation therapy equipment are used to check and, if necessary, correct the daily position of the patient. Overall, special expertise of the radiation oncologist in these high-precision technologies is required to ensure adequate quality and safety.

**Intensity-Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT)**

Especially for target volumes with complex shapes, IMRT has brought major improvements: While achieving comparable precision, this technology allows to modulate individual radiation fields, i.e., there are subfields with higher or lower doses [9, 18, 19]. With this approach, the dose around high-risk organs can be planned. The capability to precisely treat or spare specific areas can also be used to apply higher doses of subvolumes. For example, it is possible to selectively target areas where biological imaging (e.g., PET/CT or PET/MRI) shows high tumor activity and treat them with higher doses. Various techniques, such as volumetric arc therapy (VMAT) or helical IMRT (Tomotherapie®), are available for IMRT. These offer major advantages, especially if the target volume is very large, e.g., in case of entire neuroaxis radiation or simultaneous radiation of several target points. Especially at the skull base, helical IMRT (Tomotherapie®) often ensures improved coverage of the target volume. This system’s integration with an MV CT is crucial for positioning control, especially when metal implants were placed (in the area of the skull base or spine) during an earlier surgical procedure. The medical physicist calculates an individual radiation plan for the corresponding techniques to achieve optimum dose coverage of the target area (see ▶ Fig. 3)

**Radiation Therapy with Protons and Heavy ions**

The physical characteristics of charged particles, for example protons or heavy ions (e.g., 
C12 ions), used in radiation therapy differ from those of the photons used in conventional radiation therapy [20]. Immediately after penetrating into matter, photons release most of their energy. Particle radiation therapy shows an inverted depth-dose profile: When penetrating the body, the particles lose kinetic energy as the result of their interaction with matter. Initially, this energy loss is very small due to their velocity. However, it disproportionately increases with penetration depth and reaches its maximum at the end of the particle track when the particles have almost stopped. This phenomenon is referred to as “Bragg Peak”, named after its discoverer, the British physicist Henry William Bragg. Consequently, the maximum of the corresponding energy dose is released at a defined point in the depth, while optimum tissue sparing is ensured for surrounding normal tissue (see ▶ Fig. 4). This direct transfer of energy to tumor tissue, causing double-strand breaks and other damage, is referred to as linear energy transfer (LET). Since LET increases with increasing charge and mass, ions have a high LET in contrast to photons which have only an indirect effect. Relative biological effectiveness (RBE) is a measure of the damage done by a given type of radiation relative to 250 keV x-rays. RBE of 
C12 ions is higher than that of protons or photons and ranges between 2 and 5, depending on tumor type [21–24]. By controlling velocity and consequently particle energy, the depth of the Bragg peak can be determined and the target volume focused accordingly. Especially for particle radiation therapy, the technical requirements are enormous and only available in a very limited number of centers. Currently, data on particle radiation therapy are sparse. Studies proving the superiority of particle therapy have not yet become available. Currently, the Cinderella study is comparing 
C12 heavy-ion radiation therapy with conventional photon therapy in patients with glioblastoma recurrence [13]. By contrast, the Cleopatra study investigates whether in the primary therapy of glioblastoma a local dose increase in the primary tumor region with 
C12 heavy ions offers an advantage over a photon boost [25]. For both studies, interim anal-
yses are currently prepared and first results are expected to be released soon.

The various techniques used in modern radiation oncology are selected based on tumor type, size and shape of the treatment area as well as the required radiation dose. Consequently, treatment is personalized in all cases and tailored to each individual patient’s requirements and applied accordingly.

Gliomas

Gliomas originate from glial cells, the connective tissue in the central nervous system, and are classified according to the World Health Organization Classification of Tumors of the Central Nervous System based on their histological, immunohistochemical and molecular pathological characteristics. Essentially, it is differentiated between tumors with a better prognosis, such as low-grade gliomas (WHO grade I-II), and highly aggressive gliomas (WHO grade III-IV). According to the new 2016 WHO Classification of Tumors of the Central Nervous System [26], tumors are classified in a simplified way based on isocitrate dehydrogenase 1/2 (IDH 1/2) mutations and the presence of an 1p/19q codeletion (1p/19q CoDel):

An IDH mutation without 1p/19 CoDel is characteristic of astrocytoma. If in addition a codeletion of 1p/19q is present, the tumor is an oligodendroglioma. Each of the two can be classed as anaplastic and consequently as WHO grade III. By contrast, histopathological diagnosis of mixed oligoastrocytoma which is based on light microscopic characteristics has lost their importance. Patients with an IDH wild-type have a very poor prognosis. In most grade III-IV cases, radiation therapy is indicated; however, malignancy grade, histopathological and molecular characteristics of the tumor as well as disease situation and age of patients also influence the management decision. Besides tumor resection and the available systemic therapies, radiation therapy plays a central role in the interdisciplinary treatment approach. Low-grade gliomas (WHO grade II) have considerably benefited in recent years from the identification of molecular markers, resulting in improved treatment success. Likewise, advances in radiation therapy have made treatment significantly more effective and gentler. Today’s precision technologies allow an unprecedented degree of sparing of normal tissue. Higher radiation doses of up to 59.4 Gy in fractions of 1.8 Gy have not resulted in overall survival benefits compared with lower doses of e.g., 50.4 Gy, but are potentially associated with a profile of increased adverse events, including radiation necrosis. Therefore, standard treatment approaches commonly applied in clinical practice follow low-dose concepts of 45 to 54 Gy [27–29].

While radiation therapy was initially considered indicated in patients with tumor progression and after partial resection, the evidence available today shows that early postoperative radiation therapy after diagnosis prolongs progression-free survival. However, overall survival is not improved [30], a fact that needs to be individually discussed with patients. In addition, early initiation of radiation therapy is associated with improved seizure control after one year [30]. Furthermore, long-term results of an older study of the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) showed that high-risk patients with low-grade gliomas benefited from radiation therapy followed by 6 cycles of chemotherapy with PCV (procarbazine, CCNU, vincristine) [29]. High-risk patients included patients with incomplete neurosurgical tumor resection and/or aged older than 40 years. Identification of molecular markers can further aid selection of high-risk patients. A recent study has shown that in patients with 1p/19q codeletion both progression-free survival and overall survival are significantly prolonged by adjuvant PCV chemotheraphy after radiation therapy [31]. Additional prognostic markers include mutations of isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) and TERT promoter. For example, prognosis of WHO grade II astrocytomas without 1q mutation is comparably poor to that of WHO grade IV glioblastomas [32]. Whether chemotherapy with PCV can be replaced by temozolomide, especially because of the hematological toxicity profile, is being intensely discussed. In clinical practice, vincristine is frequently not administered. Currently, no randomized data are available to conclusively prove equal efficacy. However, survival data from recent studies have indicated that in patients with low-grade gliomas temozolomide chemotherapy may represent an alternative to PCV-based systemic therapy [33, 34]. In clinical practice, this approach has already been adopted for many cases [35]. However, a negative effect of PCV on neurocognition has not been demonstrated [36].

Based on our understanding of the timing and dose of radiation therapy for low-grade gliomas, molecular pathological risk profile-based individual radiation therapy concepts are conceivable. For example, oligodendrogliomas with IDH mutation and 1p/19q codeletion could be treated with a lower total dose (e.g., 45–50.4 Gy), while astrocytomas with unfavorable risk profile (IDH wildtype) could be treated with a higher total dose of up to 60 Gy, similar to glioblastoma. Prospective randomized trials supporting the benefits of risk-adapted radiation therapy have not yet become available. With survival of potentially more than 5–10 years, low-grade gliomas with favorable molecular profile have a good prognosis; thus, long-term adverse effects, such as neurocognitive deficits, are of special interest. Numerous studies have investigated the potential effects of radiation therapy for tumors with low malignancy on cognition. It was found that the size of the radiation field correlates with deterioration of cognitive function [37]; this could be addressed by using new conformal techniques enabling minimization of radiation volumes. One study assessing cognition using a minimal mental test (MMSE) showed no decline in cognitive function; however, studies using more extensive test batteries are required before definite conclusions can be drawn [38]. Altogether, a potential negative effect of radiation therapy on neurocognition should be taken very seriously and needs to be discussed in detail with patients.

Another paradigm shift has occurred with regard to WHO grade III tumors: The traditional classification according to WHO grades has been modified, now integrating molecular markers and new insights into the biology of oligodendrogliomas. While some years ago discussions focused on the question whether radiation therapy could be replaced by chemotherapy [39], e.g., regimens based on PCV or temozolomide, today combined (sequential) chemoradiotherapy for some subtypes has become the center of attention. Long-term analysis of 2 large studies – one of EORTC, the other of RTOG – showed that the combination of radiation therapy and PCV significantly improved both progression-free survival and overall survival [29, 40]. Definite study concepts now have to create insights into what molecular subgroups would particularly benefit
from a combination therapy and which treatment sequence or type of systemic therapy offers the greatest benefits [41]. It should also be discussed from the perspective of radiation oncology which dose concepts will be adopted by modern radiation oncology: When subgroups of low-grade gliomas are redefined as high-risk gliomas, the radiation dose concept should be modified accordingly.

With an incidence of 5 cases per 100,000 population, glioblastoma is the most common primary brain tumor, mostly affecting older people (peak incidence in the age group 60–70 years). Even after optimal resection and in the presence of favorable histological and molecular pathological features, this highly malignant invasive tumor has a very poor prognosis, with a median survival of 1–1.5 years. Common initial signs and symptoms include sensory tumor has a very poor prognosis, with a median survival of 1–1.5 years. Common initial signs and symptoms include sensory and motor deficits, language disturbances, speech disturbances, and personality changes, as well as symptoms of increased intracranial pressure, including headache, nausea, vomiting and decreased alertness, depending on tumor location. Yet, new onset of seizures is also a common presentation leading to the diagnosis of glioblastoma. As a rule, management should always aim at complete neurosurgical removal of the tumor. Besides resection, adjuvant radiation therapy is a mainstay of glioblastoma treatment. For adjuvant concurrent chemoradiotherapy with temozolomide, a significant advantage over radiation therapy alone has been demonstrated. With this regimen, radiation therapy is administered up to a total dose of 60 Gy, given in daily dose fractions of 2 Gy. The significant impact of promoter-methylation of the repair enzyme O6-methylguanine-methyltransferase (MGMT) was already demonstrated in early studies (MGMT). Since then, several studies have used this criterion. In older patients (age > 70 years), especially among those in reduced general condition, treatment can be decided based on the methylation status of the MGMT promoter: In case of methylation, temozolomide treatment alone is a viable option, while in case of absence of promoter methylation an alternative approach based on radiation therapy as a hypofractionated concept with a total dose of 40.05 Gy administered in 15 individual doses can be used (in line with the NOA-08 study) [42]. However, more recent data show that these patients can also benefit from concurrent temozolomide treatment, with an acceptable risk profile [43]. Several management strategies can have been pursued in patients with glioblastoma (see ▶ Fig. 5). Large studies using molecular target substances in addition to or as an alternative to chemotherapy, have yielded negative results. Newer study concepts focus on glioblastoma biology and associated treatment resistance to develop individualized treatment pathways or leverage the immune system via checkpoint inhibitors: Tumor cells can escape the body’s own immunological tumor defense by means of an overexpression of ligands which interact with the programmed cell death 1 (PD1) or the cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen-4 (CTLA-4) receptors on T-cells, thereby blocking their activation. The efficacy of so-called immune checkpoint inhibitors in glioma therapy, such as monoclonal anti-PD-1 and anti-CTLA-4 antibodies, which have been used with considerable success in the treatment of malignant melanoma and non-small-cell lung cancer, among others, is currently being evaluated in randomized studies [44]. Since ionizing radiation has a significant effect on tumor cell immunogenicity [45], it is hoped that these new management approaches will yield positive results. Another avenue of research pursued is vaccination against glioma-specific antigens, such isocitrate dehydrogenase-I (IDH-1) which is frequently muted in higher-grade gliomas [46]. This approach is currently being explored in a phase I study (NOA-16/ NCT02454634) in combination with radiation therapy.

Despite all efforts in the primary situation, recurrences do occur, typically in the region of the primary tumor, i.e., within the radiation field. In these cases, the possibility of neurosurgical re-resection should be assessed. With the advent of technologies allowing high-precision radiation therapy, administering a second radiation therapy has become a treatment option, especially with intervals until recurrence of > 6 months [10, 47]. The optimal target volume for re-irradiation is currently being investigated in prospective studies: In patients with macroscopic residual tumor, the significance of amino acid PET for target volume definition is being investigated (GLIADA study), while the GlioCAVE study, led by the radiation oncology of the “Klinikum rechts der Isar” university hospital, is evaluating the role of re-irradiation after complete tumor resection.

Many times it has been speculated to what extent an intensified radiation therapy regimen could improve survival. However, hyperfractionated treatment concepts with 2 radiation sessions daily up to a total dose of 80 Gy could not detect any survival benefit [48].

Intensification of systemic therapy
• Alone or in combination with radiation therapy
• Depletion of repair mechanisms, e.g. MGMT
• Dose intensification of chemotherapy

Use of molecular targets
• Use of new molecular target substances
• Addition of molecular therapeutics to standard therapy

Immune system as a driver of treatment
• Immunomodulatory therapies
• Vaccinations
• Utilization of synergistic effects of radiation therapy and immune system

Individualized radiotherapy (IRT) based on glioma biology
• Stratification of dose concepts
• Molecular markers for personalization
• Radiation biological response as a stratification parameter
• Targeted use of combination therapies
• Utilization of growth and migration characteristics of gliomas

Radiation oncology treatment intensification
• Possibilities of high-precision radiation therapy
• Dose-increase strategies
• Use of new radiation qualities
• Dose painting and use of advanced imaging

▶ Fig. 5 Possible therapeutic strategies to optimize treatment of malignant gliomas.
Meningiomas

Meningiomas are usually benign tumors, originating from the meningeal cells (cap cells) of the dura mater. The most common locations are the cerebral convexity and falx, followed by the posterior cranial fossa and skull base. Intraventricular meningiomas only account for a very small proportion of this tumor. Meningiomas are classified according to the WHO classification in grade I-III which has a decisive influence on the indication for radiation therapy. Altogether, WHO grade I meningiomas account for approximately 65–80 % of all meningiomas and have a very favorable prognosis, provided complete microsurgical resection can be achieved. Depending on the location of the tumor, neurosurgical removal may be difficult or associated with a high morbidity risk. This is often the case with tumors of the skull base. Here, radiation therapy has developed into a highly effective and normal tissue-sparing treatment modality: either in addition as a consolidation therapy for residual tumor tissue, which is often deliberately not resected, or as an alternative to neurosurgical resection. Long-term results after high-precision radiation therapy show high local control of over 90 % after 10 years [9]. Adequate imaging with MRI and computed tomography angiography (CTA) is an important prerequisite for radiation therapy of meningiomas as intraosseous parts of the tumor need to be revealed as well. Where 68 Ga-Dotatoc PET is available, it can considerably contribute to optimizing the target volume for radiation therapy [1, 49, 50]. Treatment decisions, including preoperative decisions, should always be made by an interdisciplinary tumor board [51].

In high-risk meningiomas (WHO grade II and III), radiation therapy is central to achieving high local control. Small series have shown potential advantages of early postoperative radiation therapy for grade II meningiomas, too [52]. However, based on the evidence currently available, post-operative management of atypical meningioma can either rely on radiation therapy or follow-up checks at close intervals [53]. Preliminary data from ROTG 0539 indicate that postoperative radiation therapy in patients with WHO grade II meningiomas may prolong progression-free survival [54]. However, data from randomized trials have not yet become available. In patients with WHO grade III meningiomas, radiation therapy is clearly indicated because of the high recurrence rate [11].

Systemic therapies play a minor role in the management of meningioma.

Vestibular Schwannoma (Acoustic Neuroma)

Vestibular schwannomas are benign space-occupying lesions originating from the Schwann cells of the vestibular nerve. The term acoustic neuroma stems from the earlier assumption of a histological origin from the acoustic nerve. Vestibular schwannomas account for 10 % of all intracranial space-occupying lesions. They can be located in the internal or external auditory meatus and have a growth rate of 1–3 mm per annum [55, 56], potentially growing to a considerable size (> 4 cm). For size-based grading, the Hannover classification can be used: While T1 tumors include intrameatal schwannomas, T3b tumors extend to the brain stem. In case of brain stem compression with or without displacement of the fourth ventricle, the tumor is classed as T4a or T4b [57]. In this situation or in patients with facial nerve paralysis, the first step should be to evaluate the possibility of neurosurgical decompression. Overall, surgical therapy of these larger tumors is clearly indicated; the other lesions can be treated with radiation therapy with comparable results [58]. Management of smaller, asymptomatic neuromas can initially be based on regular follow-up checks (“wait and scan”) [59]. Since treatment decisions are also influenced by symptoms, age, comorbidities, and patient preferences, patients should receive detailed information about management with both radiation therapy and neurosurgery.

Fractionated stereotactic radiation therapy (FSRT) offers the most favorable treatment profile in radiation oncology. For FSRT, the likelihood of local control, including long-term control, is well in excess of 90 %, while the risk of adverse events, especially those involving cranial nerves, is well below 5 %. For smaller lesions, radiosurgery may be offered; however, great care should be taken when deciding about the radiation dose since with this method the radiation biological effect of fractionation cannot be exploited to reduce the risk of adverse events. Higher single doses (> 12 Gy) should be avoided as they significantly increase the risk of cranial nerve-related adverse events (facial nerve paralysis, trigeminal neuralgia, hearing loss) [8, 15]. Provided careful radiation therapy plan-
ning and dose calculation, both options can be safely used, primarily for smaller lesions [4].

Other Indications for High-Precision Radiation Therapy

Other intracranial space-occupying lesions which can be treated with radiation therapy are tumors of the sellar region, such as pituitary adenoma and craniopharyngioma. In the management of these two tumor types, high-precision radiation therapy can contribute to long-term tumor control (>90–95%) with a very low risk of adverse events [5, 60, 61].

Secondary Brain Tumors (Metastases)

Factors determining the treatment decision in patients with brain metastases include the number of lesions, the patient’s general condition, previous treatments, and not least the underlying primary tumor. Altogether, metastases account for the majority of brain tumors treated with radiation therapy. Patients may have multiple metastases or one (singular or solitary) metastasis. A single brain metastasis is referred to as “solitary” if it is the only manifestation of tumor spread in the body. If additional extracerebral metastases are detected, the term “singularly” brain metastasis is used. However, multiple brain metastases are a common finding. The two types of cancer with the highest incidence rates in Germany and western industrialized countries—breast cancer in women and lung cancer in men—are the most common primary tumors underlying brain metastases; in young patients, malignant melanoma accounts for a significant proportion of brain metastases and is often associated with a high risk of bleeding [62].

Taking into account the size and number of metastatic lesions, radiation therapy offers several treatment options, including stereotactic concepts (e.g., radiosurgery) and whole-brain radiation therapy. Factors to be considered in the evaluation whether surgery and/or radiation therapy is indicated are number, size, and location of the metastases. Likewise, it is of importance whether neurological deficits or clinical signs of an acute increase in intracranial pressure are present. In most cases, the latter symptoms are caused by extensive perilesional edema and respond well to anti-edema therapy with dexamethasone. Depending on the severity of the symptoms, dexamethasone is administered either intravenously or orally, typically in doses of 8–24 mg per day with swift tapering to the maintenance dose. The most favorable management strategy for brain metastases is best decided by an interdisciplinary team during tumor board meetings. Besides the patient’s staging status and general condition (comorbidities, Karnofsky performance status), current systemic therapies should be included in the decision making process. While some classical cytostatic drugs may significantly increase radiation neurotoxicity, especially during whole-brain radiation therapy, modern systemic therapies (antibodies, checkpoint modulators) may be used concomitantly, according to the evidence currently available. This approach is primarily used in patients not undergoing whole-brain but single-session high-dose radiation therapy (radiosurgery) [63–65]. Against the backdrop of rising life expectancy in cancer patients, increases in the numbers of patients requiring radiation therapy of the brain are to be expected. However, whenever novel agents, including immunomodulatory substances, are used, the indication for concurrent radiation therapy should always be critically assessed due to the potential of adverse effects in the radiation field. Furthermore, it is hoped that the radiation-induced exposure of antigens along with concomitant immunomodulatory reactivation of the body’s defense system will result in an improved response of metastases located outside of the field (abscopal effect) [66].

Approximately 60% of patients with metastatic spread to the brain have more than 3 brain metastases at the time of diagnosis. The majority of these cases will be treated with whole-brain radiation therapy (WBRT). In patients with leptomeningeal spread of tumor cells, the radiation field is extended to include the 2nd cervical vertebra (C2) (‘German helmet’ field). Dose prescription takes into account the underlying disease and the patient’s life expectancy and may extend over a period of 2–4 weeks. In clinical practice, typically a dose of 10 × 3 Gy is applied. With this approach, median survival is 6 months, compared with 1–2 months for anti-edema therapy with dexamethasone alone (Best Supportive Care/BSC).
For large metastatic lesions, IMRT offers the option of a local dose increase (boost), either as parallel or simultaneous integrated boost (SIB) or as a sequential boost subsequent to whole-brain radiation therapy. Especially concepts with low-dose fractions, e.g., a total dose of 40 Gy in 2 Gy fractions, are associated with a low risk of side effects, such as neurocognitive deficits. Particularly in patients with good prognosis and of young age, this should be taken into account when determining the treatment plan [68].

According to the evidence currently available, adjuvant WBRT after surgery or single-session radiation therapy (radiosurgery, see ▶ Fig. 6) results in an improvement in locoregional progressions-free survival, but has no positive impact on overall survival [69]. Therefore, WBRT is not generally offered to patients with 1–3 (or even 4) brain metastases; instead, radiosurgical treatment options are selected. However, the treatment approach should be evaluated on an individual basis and the evidence currently available should be discussed with the patient. However, especially in cancers of radioresistant histologies, such as renal cell carcinoma or melanoma, high-dose focal single-fraction radiation offers a therapeutic advantage by achieving local tumor control [70]. The role of radiosurgery in patients with more than 3 (or 4) brain metastases remains the subject of controversy and should not be regarded as first-line therapy [71, 72].

After neurosurgical resection of a brain metastasis, the risk of recurrence is comparably high. Even though WBRT can improve local tumor control in these patients, it does not prolong survival, as discussed above. Here, precise local radiation of the resection cavity in the form of hypofractionated stereotactic radiation therapy (HFSRT) can improve local control [62, 73, 74].

For selected histologies, WBRT should not be avoided. This applies especially to small-cell lung cancer (SCLC), even if only few lesions are present in the brain. Here, prophylactic cranial irradiation (PCI) can significantly reduce the risk of developing brain metastases over the course of the disease and even provide a small survival benefit, if good tumor control is achieved [75]. Recently it has been shown that not only patients with localized tumors and regional lymph node involvement (limited disease), but also patients with distant metastasis (extensive disease) benefited from PCI [76].

Acute side effects of whole-brain radiation therapy include tiredness, confusion, nausea, and headache, frequently caused by perifocal edema. Impairment of cognitive performance can occur as a long-term side effect. It is a known fact that the hippocampus plays a decisive role in learning processes and memory formation, owing to the fact that the hippocampal formation contains neural stem cells in the dentate gyrus [77]. These can be damaged by radiation therapy [78]. Today, using advanced highly-conformal technologies, such as VMAT or helical IMRT (Tomotherapy®), it is possible to spare the hippocampus (see ▶ Fig. 7) during whole-brain radiation therapy [79, 80]. The potential of hippocampal avoidance (HA) to reduce the risk of impairment of cognitive function has already been demonstrated in studies. Currently, the NOA-14 study (HippORAD) investigates the effect of hippocampal avoidance during whole-brain radiation therapy of 4–10 metastatic lesions on cognitive performance. Overall, metastases very rarely occur in the hippocampus; thus, the increase in risk of metastases developing in the untreated hippocampal region is low with 0.2 % [81].

Conclusion and Outlook: Individualized Radiotherapy (iRT)

Radiation therapy is an important therapeutic tool in the treatment of brain tumors and tumors of the skull base. With rising life expectancy, an increase in the incidence of brain tumors is to be expected. Even though surgery remains the mainstay of brain tumor treatment, radiation therapy is gaining in popularity, as it represents a valid, non-invasive and often normal tissue-sparing treatment alternative, especially for benign lesions such as meningioma and acoustic neuroma. In secondary brain tumors, too, high-precision radiation therapy is regarded as a method which is equivalent in effectiveness to resection in the treatment of singulary metastases. Advanced imaging with PET/MRI or PET/CT and thin-sliced MRI sequences has not only helped to optimize radiation therapy planning and further differentiate the treatment area, but also to detect metastases and recurrences early and treat them timely with radiation therapy. Technical innovations have optimized and increased the precision of radiation therapy, making it more effective with less side effects: Intraoperative radiation therapy enables the application of effective high radiation doses to the resection bed – the site where most recurrences occur – while the patient is still in the operating room. This could not be achieved with conventional percutaneous radiation therapy. Likewise, improved identification of navigated eloquent brain areas, such as the motor cortex and Broca area, helps the radiation therapist to develop a treatment plan that better spares this areas and prevents long-term side effect. Thus, the use of navigated transcranial magnetic stimulation (nTMS) for cortex mapping – already routinely applied in neurosurgery planning – is conceivable for radiation therapy planning.

Besides technical innovations, molecular pathological characteristics of brain tumors may have a decisive impact on radiation therapy concepts with regard to start of treatment, fractionation and radiation dose in the future. This would have a significant impact on interdisciplinary decision making and may – in combination with novel immunomodulating systemic therapies – allow us to offer every patient a personalized treatment strategy in the future, making individualized radiotherapy (iRT) a clinical reality. Numerous studies have been evaluating the potential of new immunogenic antibodies in the combination therapy of brain tumors, but reliable data have not become available as yet.
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